A new algorithm is developed for inverting 6 unknown elliptic cone 2 model parameters from 5 observed CME halo parameters. It is shown that the halo 3 parameter α includes the information on the CME propagation direction denoted by two 4 model parameters. Based on the given halo parameter α, two approaches are presented 5 to find out the CME propagation direction. The two-point approach uses two values of α 6 observed simultaneously by COR1 and COR2 onboard STEREO A and B. The one-point 7 approach combines the value of α with such simultaneous observation as the location of 8 CME-associated flare, which includes the information associated with CME propagation 9 direction. Model validation experiments show that the CME propagation direction 10 can be accurately determined using the two-point approach, and the other four model 11 parameters can also be well inverted, especially when the projection angle is greater than 12 60 • . The propagation direction and other four model parameters obtained using the 13 one-point approach for six disk frontside full halo CMEs appear to be acceptable, though 14 the final conclusion on its validation should be made after STEREO data are available. 15 3 1. Introduction 16 Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) with an apparent (sky-plane) angular width of 17 360 • are called full halo CMEs, and frontside full halo CMEs (FFH CMEs) if there are 18 near-surface activities associated with the full halo CMEs. FFH CMEs with associated 19 flares occurring within 45 • and beyond 45 • but within 90 • from the solar disk center 20 are called, respectively, disk and limb FFH CMEs (Gopalswamy et al., 2003). Disk 21 FFH CMEs are mostly symmetric and ellipse-like. Limb FFH CMEs are, however, often 22 asymmetric, including ragged structures as well as the smooth structure. The ragged 23 structures are believed to be formed by the interaction between super-Alfvenic shocks 24 and pre-existing coronal streamers and rays (Sheeley et al., 2000). This paper focus on 25 the inversion solution of the elliptic cone model for disk FFH CMEs. 26 Disk FFH CMEs have been shown to be the most geoeffective kind of solar events. 27 The geoeffectiveness rate of total disk FFH CMEs between 1997 and 2005 reaches 28 75% (Gopalswamy, Yashiro, and Akiyama, 2007), supporting the earlier result of 71% 29 obtained using the disk FFH CMEs between 1997 and 2000 (Zhao and Webb, 2003). It 30 is the higher end of the range of geoeffectiveness rate of solar activities. To predict when 31 and in what percentage a disk FFH CME could generate intense geostorms, we need to 32 determine when and which part of the huge interplanetary counterpart (ICME) of the 33 disk FFH CME could hit earth's magnetosphere. It requires the knowledge of the size, 34 shape, propagation direction and speed of ICMEs. However, coronagraphs record only 35 the total content of free electrons in CMEs along the line of sight. A 2-D disk FFH CME 36 cannot unambiguously provide any real geometrical and kinematic properties of a 3-D 37 CME. 38 4
5
invert model parameters from halo parameters is valid and useful in estimating the real 63 geometrical and kinematical properties for disk FFH CMEs. 64 It was found that the circular cone model can be used to reproduce only a limited 65 cases of halo CMEs, and that the elliptic cone model, i.e., a body which narrows 66 to an apex from an elliptic, flat base, would be better than the circular cone model 67 in approximating the rope-like CMEs (Zhao, 2005; Cremades and Bothmer, 2005) . 68 However, the inversion solution of the elliptic cone model obtained using the approaches 69 of both Zhao (2005) and Cremades and Bothmer (2005) are often not unique. 70 In what follows we first define five halo parameters and three halo types for 71 disk FFH CMEs in Section 2. We then develop a new elliptic cone model with six 72 model parameters, and produce modeled halos that are expected to be observed by The white oval curve in each panel of Figure 1 is obtained by fitting to five selected 85 points along the outer edge of each CME halo (see Cremades, 2005 for details). All white 86 curves are ellipses and occur on the sky-plane Y h Z h where Y h and Z h are the axes of the 87 heliocentric ecliptic coordinate system, pointing to the west and north, respectively. 88 As shown in each panel, the short thick green line, D se , denotes the distance between 89 the solar disk center and the elliptic halo center, and axes X c and Y c are aligned with 90 and perpendicular to D se , respectively. The location of elliptic halos on the sky-plane 91 can be specified using parameter D se and the angle α between axes X c and Y h . The 92 shape and size of elliptic halos can be specified using two semi-axes of the halos, SA xh 93 and SA yh , where SA xh and SA yh are located near the axes X c and Y c , respectively.
94
The orientation of elliptic halos can thus be specified by the angle ψ between X c and 95 SA xh or Y c and SA yh .
96
The five halo parameters, SA xh , SA yh , D se , α and ψ, can be measured once the 97 outer edge of halo CMEs is recognized. The top of each panel in Figure 1 shows the 98 measured values of the 5 halo parameters for each event. By using four halo parameters SA xh , SA yh , D se , and ψ, a 2-D elliptic halo on the plane X c Y c can be expressed
The symbol δ h in equation (2) is the angle of radii of elliptic halos relative to SA yh axis, 101 and increases clockwise along an elliptic rim from 0 • to 360 • .
102
The halo observed in the sky-plane Y h Z h can be obtained by rotating an angle of α as follows
Three types of observed halos 103
It has been shown that the semi minor (major) axis of the elliptic halos formed by 104 the circular cone model must be aligned with X c ( Y c ) axis. In other words, the halo for details). Because of the uncertainty in identifying elliptic halos from coronagraph 107 CME images, we consider SA xh being nearly aligned with X c if |ψ| < 10 • .
108 Figure 1 shows that the halo parameter ψ that characterizes the orientation of 109 elliptic halos can be any value between −45 • and 45 • . It means that the semi major (or 110 minor) axis can be located anywhere on the plane of X c Y c . This fact suggests that most 111 of disk FFH CMEs cannot be fitted or inverted using the circular cone model.
112
To distingush the halos that may be inverted using the circular cone model from the 113 halos that can be inverted using the elliptic cone model, we classify the obseved elliptic 114 halos into following three types,
115
T ypeA : |ψ| < 10 • , SA xh < SA yh ;
The top left panel of Figure 1 shows a sample of Type A halo where SA xh denots 116 the semi minor axis and is nearly aligned with X c axis. The Type A halo may be formed To define the size, shape and orientation of elliptic cone bases we introduce a 'cone 142 coordinate system', X c Y c Z c , and a 'projection coordinate system', X c Y c Z c (see Figure 2 143 for the definition of the three axes). As shown in Figure 2 The relationship between (β, α) and (λ, φ) is
Equation (4) shows that parameter α (and β) depends on both λ and φ. Therefore, the 157 observed halo parameter α provides information of both λ and φ. This information will 158 be used in finding out the unknown parameter β, as shown in Section 5. It should be 159 noted that positive angles are measured counterclockwise in rotation transformation.
160
In fact, the projection of the elliptic cone base onto the sky-plane depends only 161 on the projection angle, β. We will replace λ and φ by β in establishing the inversion 
where the symbol δ b is the angle of radii of an elliptic base relative to SA yb axis and 165 increase along the rim of the elliptic base from 0 • to 360 • .
166 11
Using parameter α and equation (3), the modeled halo on the plane Y h Z h can be 167 obtained. In order to invert the unknown model parameters from observed halo parameters, 185 we first establish the inversion equation system that relates model parameters with halo 186 parameters. We then find out the solution of the inversion equation system. (1) and (2) 190 describe observed elliptic halos on the plane of X c Y c using four halo parameters SA xh ,
191
SA yh , D se , ψ. Equations (5) and (6) are the expressions of modeled elliptic halos on the 192 same plane, but using five model parameters R c , ω y , ω z , χ, and β.
193
By comparing the like items between equations (1) and (5), and setting 194 the relationship between elliptic cone model parameters and elliptic CME halo parameters
All model (halo) parameters occur in left (right) side of the equation system (7). By given halo parameters. The only way to obtain the unique inversion solution of the 240 elliptic cone model is to specify the model parameter β as well as halo parameters. We 241 have pointed out in Section 3 that the given halo parameter α, that does not occur in 242 the inversion equation system, contains the information of the model parameters φ and 243 λ, and may be used to determine parameter β that depends on φ and λ.
244
The following two approaches can be used to determine the central axis direction The parameter β can be determined by using two halo CME images observed at the directions on a curve corresponding to a specific value of the halo parameter α, it is 299 necessary to use additional information that is associated with the CME propagation 300 direction or the center of CME source region. 301 CME-associated flares or active regions are believed to be located near the center of 302 CME source region (e.g., Zhao and Webb, 2003) , though they are often located near one 303 leg of CMEs (e,g., Plunkett et al., 2001) . The dot in each panel of Figure 5 denotes the 304 location of the CME-associated flare.
305
Taking consideration the effect of interaction between higher-latitude high speed 306 streams and lower-latitude CME in the declining and minimum phases of solar activity, 307 it was suggested that the optimum propagation direction may be found by moving the 308 flare location southwardly, i.e., by lowering the flare latitude while keeping the flare 309 18 longitude constant (Cremade, 2005) . This approach cannot work for all cases shown in 310 Figure 5 , especially for the cases of top-left and bottom-left panels. In addition, this 311 approach may not be working for all phases of solar activity.
312
We find out the optimum central axis direction among all possible direction on a 313 curve by finding out the minimum distance between the dot and the curve in each panel and 7. When inverted χ > 30 • the difference increases as β decreases as shown in Figure   334 8. It is similar to what we find out from Figure 4 . The similarity might suggest that the 335 projection angle β obtained using one-point approach is acceptable.
336
FFH CMEs of Types B and C can be fitted only by the elliptic cone model. Type
337
A event, such as the 9 October 2001 event in the top panel of Figure 6 , can be formed 338 by projecting a circular or elliptic base onto the sky-plane, and thus can be fitted by the 339 elliptic or circular cone model. As shown by Equations (12) and (13) when ω y = ω z , the 6. Summary and discussions 356 We have shown that on the sky-plane Y h Z h , disk FFH CMEs provide 5 halo 357 parameters, and can be classified into Types A, B, and C, depending on the major axis 358 of elliptic halos being perpendicular to, aligned with, or anywhere else from the direction 359 from the solar disk center to the CME halo center.
360
The elliptic cone model needs 6 model parameters to characterize its morphology in 361 the heliocentric ecliptic coordinate system X h Y h Z h .
362
However, the morphology of the CME halo and the elliptic cone base in the 363 projection coordinate system X c Y c Z c can be described by 4 halo and 5 model 364 parameters, respectively. In the system X c Y c Z c , the halo parameter α disappears, and 365 the two model parameters λ and φ that denote the CME propagation direction in 366 X h Y h Z h are replaced by one new model parameter β, the projection angle.
367
On the other hand, the axis Y c is the reference axis for measuring the orientation 
